Gilbertville Covered Bridge reopens after being closed 8 years ago. Only a handful of covered bridges survive in Massachusetts, but those that do still evoke the past. A short drive north from Greenfield, Pumping Station Bridge is Listings for all Covered Bridges in Massachusetts Covered Bridges of central and western MA - Google Covered Bridge Stanley Park Massachusetts boasts a rich history. Arcadia Publishing of vintage-photograph postcards, John S. Burk explores the past of Massachusetts covered bridges. Gilbertville Covered Bridge MA: Address, Top-Rated Attraction. New England is known worldwide for its many historic covered bridges, and the state of Massachusetts is no exception. Some folks refer to these bridges as Vermont Covered Bridge Old Sturbridge Village Starting at the Maguire House Bed and Breakfast in Ashburnham MA, this circuitous route takes you to the Ware-Hardwick Covered Bridge, the New England's Covered Bridges Discover New England Stanley Park Covered Bridge Near The Duck Pond. Birds Eye View Of Stanley Park's Covered Bridge. Historic Covered Bridges. Covered timber truss bridges built in a previous era, for functional use on public highways Return to Massachusetts Covered Bridges. Massachusetts Covered Bridges - Arcadia Publishing Old Covered Bridge is a covered bridge on Covered Bridge Lane in Sheffield, Massachusetts. It is a replica of an 1837 lattice truss bridge that was destroyed by Race Festival of the Hills 16 Sep 2015. US7 N. 0.8 miles from jct with Miller Av. in Sheffield, E. on Covered Bridge Lane 0.15 miles to the bridge. Arsoned 8-13-94. Rebuilt 1998. 21-02- Meet Our Covered Bridges - New England When you're in the Berkshires this fall, you must visit some of the postcard perfect covered bridges in Massachusetts. 30 Aug 2012. Not as well know for its covered Bridges as its northern neighbors of New Hampshire and Vermont, Massachusetts still has 20 covered bridges Covered Bridges in Massachusetts The Gateways Inn 11 Jan 2008. National Society for the Preservation of Covered Bridges Massachusetts Covered Bridge Society. Links Dale Travis Covered Bridge Lists 17 Feb 2014. Massachusetts covered bridges, including a brief history and list of eight historic bridges with travel directions. Massachusetts Covered Bridge Map 25 May 2015. Ashuelot Covered Bridge: Who knew there were so many Covered Bridges near Massachusetts - See 2 traveller reviews, 7 candid photos, and Old Covered Bridge - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia The covered bridge at Old Sturbridge Village is one of only 12 left in Massachusetts. It is distinctive because of its lattice truss design. Facing destruction from picturesque Massachusetts Covered Bridges Massachusetts Covered bridges or kissing bridges, by any other name symbolize small-town New England. For many visitors to New England in the fall foliage Covered Bridges of the Northeast USA - Massachusetts A Travel guide with directions to all covered bridges in Massachusetts. Find historic covered bridges loved by photographers and painters with directions and Massachusetts Covered Bridges: A History & Where to Find Them That place on the Nashua River now spanned by the covered bridge has been host to a bridge since about 1740. Even a brief history of a bridge at that river Covered Bridges in Massachusetts USA Today Covered bridges in Connecticut include two across the historic Housatonic River, which traverses western Connecticut and Massachusetts and is known for its Massachusetts Covered Bridges Travel New England ?List of bridges on the National Register of Historic Places in Massachusetts. Burkeville Covered Bridge · Burkeville Covered Bridge, Conway, MA.jpg, 1870 Ware–Hardwick Covered Bridge - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia A free, interactive map of covered bridges in Massachusetts. Connecticut Covered Bridges, historic covered bridges Only a handful of Massachusetts' traffic-bearing covered bridges remain. The rest are either closed or only open to pedestrians. The good news is that various Covered Bridge Ashuelot - TripAdvisor There are not a lot of covered bridges left in the area - so if you are in the area - this is a must see. It only takes a few minutes to look at. It was fixed up recently Covered Bridge Over the Nashua River Pepperell, MA - Official. The Covered Bridge Classic Road Race is a scenic 10 kilometer race 6.2 miles through Conway's 00:43:35, Aidan, Waldron, South Deerfield, MA, 16, M. Connecticut and Rhode Island Covered Bridges - Google Books Result Ware–Hardwick Covered Bridge is a historic bridge on Old Gilbertville Road and Bridge Street in Ware and Hardwick, Massachusetts. It was built in 1886 and Massachusetts Covered Bridges - Google Books Result Massachusetts Covered Bridges List Massachusetts Covered Bridges MA Covered Bridges Mass. Massachusetts Covered Bridges Images of America. - Amazon.com Vermont has about 104 covered bridges, the most in any New England state and. Learn more about covered bridges in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts. Massachusetts Covered Bridges - Historic Bridges 23 Oct 2010. HARDWICK – There are only three covered bridges in Massachusetts, and local officials and legislators will celebrate the reopening of one of bridges on the National Register of Historic Places in Massachusetts From hidden valleys in the Berkshire Hills to the North Shore, 275 documented highway and railroad covered bridges have been constructed in Massachusetts.